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What’s New  

 

 

New Opta Module Interface:  
A new interface comes with new features. 
Click on events on the newly added 
timeline to navigate to them in Piero*. 
Simply create clips for your selected 
events straight from the Opta Module. 
Avoid switching between interfaces, 
connect a second screen and use the Opta 
VTR controls and timeline to control the 
video in Piero. *requires video of full match 
  

 

NEW EFFECT – Title Text:  
Ever wished there was a text effect 
specifically for titles? Now you’ve got one. 
Add your own PNG backgrounds to suit 
each context and use the two text boxes to 
position your text over the background. 
The effect spans the image left to right and 
can be placed anywhere vertically in the 
image.  

 

Laser Eye Tracking:  
Link the origin and end points of a laser 
eye effect to different tracks to show how 
one player observes another. 
Alternatively, link the point of origin to a 
track and place the end point in a fixed 
position you want to show the player is 
watching as they move.  

 
Improvements 

File Mode Now using the latest Mainconcept codecs, improving stability and performance. 
Region Tool (i) Help information updated. 
Spline Camera Create, save and load your own presets. 

Team Line Up Adjust the handle size to make it easier to move players in Touch mode. Automatically time 
the One by One and Grouped animations with a timer. 

  
 

Bug Fixes 
File Mode Graphics now render in the correct place when exporting, preroll frames are ignored. 
General General stability improvements. 
Opta 2018 World Cup now selectable. 
Sportscode XML Importer Connects and injects clips into Piero. 
Team Line Up Select any Team Line Up effect on the timeline in Touch mode. 
 


